Volume 20, #1 – September 14, 1995
Article by Will Bumgardner on impact of budget cuts on Citifare routes
Article by Ronald Bryant on varied costs of four-year institutions (mentions Wirt Twitchell)
Article by Heather Beck on what to do in case of fire at TMCC
Schedule of classes for fall mini semester
Reflections by Matt Rosueto on Saturday night entertainment
Article announcing menu for Golden Frog lunches
Promotion of Community Services classes
Report from Robert Schrock on the victory of the TMCC Tumbleweeds
Sports highlights from Will Bumgardner
Pros and cons by Conan Smith and Josh O’Neal censoring of music
Ad against drunk driving
Opinion piece by Robert Schrock on residents of the Truckee Meadows feeling unsafe
Reflections from Dena Lynn Purdy on her experience with the DMV
Article by Conan Smith on the value of help as a renewable resource
Article from College Press Service on usage of marijuana by college students
Article by Dena Lynn Purdy on new ASTM President John Cole
Advice column by Chance Devine
“Horrorscopes”
Ad for Multicultural Festival
Cartoons

Volume 20, #2 – September 28, 1995
Ad announcing TMCC uses recycled paper products
Article by Heather Beck on the “Widening Opportunities for Women conference
Article by Ronald Bryant on costs of transferring to California colleges (mentions Wirt Twitchell)
Article from College Press Service on waste reduction in colleges
Article from ASTM inviting students to get their student IDs
Reflections from Conan Smith on the evolution of man
Review by Matt Rosaschi of the Reno Championship Air Races
Pros and cons by Will Bumgardner and John O’Neal on the use of metal detectors in schools
Sports highlights from Will Bumgardner
Report from Greg Anderson on the success of the Multicultural Festival
Article by Ronald Bryant on TMCC logo (mentions Ken Wright, Wendy Knorr
Letter to the Editor from Michelle Rodrigue on surviving spousal abuse
Ads for job openings

Volume 20, #3 – October 12, 1995
Article by Heather Beck on student rights outlined in the Board of Regents Handbook
Article by Heather Beck on President Wright’s support of the March of Dimes
Article announcing visit by poet Fern Davye
Article by Heather Beck on President Wright’s creation of Ken’s Listening Post
Ad from ASTM promoting student IDs
Results of survey on “What did you think of the O.J. verdict?”
Letters to the Editor
Article by Ronald Bryant on the art show at the Sierra Arts Center with winners of the Sierra Arts Foundation Endowment Grant Program
Sports highlights by Will Bumgardner
Advice column by Chance Devine
“Horoscopes”
Ads for job openings

Volume 20, #4 – October 27, 1995
Article by Heather Beck on financial aid
Article by Will Bumgardner on the process for appealing (grades, policies, etc.) at TMCC
Article by Ronald Bryant on TMCC’s bookstore (mentions Al Scheaffer)
Article on “What is ASTM?”
Letters to the Editor
Review by Josh O’Neal on the Red Mountain Art Gallery’s showing by Andrew Kong Knight
Review by Matt Rosaschi on the new dance club Paradox
Sports review by Will Bumgardner
Opinion piece by Jason Shipman on lack of leadership in our country
Horoscopes from Katz

Volume 20, #5 – November 10, 1995
An open letter from U.S. Senator Harry Reid
Quotations on politics
Article about new red emergency phones on campus
Report on updates to the Career Development Center (mentions Jennifer Kaplan)
Article by Jean Thompson on TMCC student Larry Blaylock’s recovery from accident
Article by Ronald Bryant on 1910 heavyweight championship fight in Reno
Letters to the Editor
Pros and cons by Will Bumgardner and John O’Neal on separation of church and state
Sports review by Will Bumgardner
Horoscopes by Heather
Article on search for Olympic torch bearers
Ads for Writing Center and math assistance
Ads for job openings

Volume 20, #6 – November 22, 1995
Article by Ron Bryant on local earthquake (mentions Nadine Phinney, Nick Cimino)
Article by Matt Rosachi on taxi service from TMCC (mentions Bill Finch)
Thanksgiving thoughts from Voices staff (photo)
Thanksgiving thoughts from TMCC staff and students
Sports review by Will Bumgardner
Review by Josh O’Neal of album “Gangsta’s Paradise”
Chance’s advice column
Ads for job openings

Volume 20, #7 – December 6, 1995
Article by Josh O’Neal on judging people by what they wear
Letters to the Editor
“The 12 Gifts of Christmas” by Heather Beck
Article by Matt Rosachi reporting on Christmas memories from those on campus
Music review by Josh O’Neal
Ads for jobs
Chance’s advice column
Sports review by Will Bumgardner
Horoscopes by Heather Beck

Volume 20, #8 – February 8, 1996
Article by Ron Bryant on the new library (mentions Harry Ednie, Mata-Marie Cooney)
Article by Dena Lynn Purdy on walk-in advisement (mentions Cindy Davis, Jeanie Grout)
Article by Matt Rosachi on TMCC’s Community Design Center (mentions Ellis Antunez, Penny Robinson)
Article by Anele Dighiera on steps involved in taking classes at TMCC
Opinion piece by Lucas Murphy on men’s rights
Opinion piece by Josh O’Neal on new speed bump at TMCC
Article by Heather Beck on new VP of Academic and Student Affairs Shanon Christiansen (mentions Jackie Kirkland)

Volume 20, #9 – February 22, 1996
Article by Nikki Bomagat on how student fees are used
Article by Matt Rosaschi on use of parking fines
Article by Paul Dickie on Franklin Miller and his sculpture in the library
Article by Nikki Bomagat on applying for grants and scholarships
Article by Anele Dighiera on dating at TMCC
Article by Paul Dickie on parking at TMCC (mentions Dave Eckes)
Review by Josh O’Neal of new album by Eazy E.
Chance’s advice column
Horoscopes by Heather Beck
Report by Ron Bryant on ASTM officers who attended the Association for Promotion of Campus Activities Conference
Article by Lucas Murphy on new bill to make the Internet safer for children
Article on the Career Center

Volume 20, #10 – March 7, 1996
Article on Joyce Cox, Employee of the Year
Article from Public Information Office on transition at TMCC from perspective of Fred Lokken
Article by Josh O’Neal on underage drinking
Review by Josh O’Neal on new CD set by Tupac Shakur
Review by Matt Rasaschi on Reno Renegades hockey game against San Diego
Ad for students to attend open forum with President Ken Wright
Ad promoting TMCC’s Atrium Café
Listing of offerings in TMCC’s spring mini semester

Volume 20, #11 – March 21, 1996
Article by Matt Rosaschi on practicing safe sex
Article by Paul Dickie on older students returning to college
Review by Nikki Bomagat on TMCC’s production of “The Insanity of Mary Girard”
Opinion piece by Dena Lynn Purdy on life vs learning
Music review by Josh O’Neal on debut album of Vell Bakardy
Letters to the Editor
Article by Paul Dickie on March Madness

Volume 20, #12 – April 4, 1996
Bits and pieces from Lucas Murphy
Article by Mikki Bomagat on proposed decrease of Pell grants
Article by Ronald Bryant on donating blood
Music review by Josh O’Neal of Masta Ace
Article by Lucas Murphy and Nikki Bomagat with advice on relationship building
Reflections by Lucas Murphy on taking Citifare to campus
Article by Jean Thompson on TMCC’s Learning Hub (mentions Charlotte Cox)
Article by Nikki Bomagat advising caution in establishing new relationships
Article by Ronald Bryant on ASTM Senator Lukas Loncko

Volume 20, #13 – April 18, 1996
Article by Dena Lynn Purdy on changes happening in the Atrium Café
Article by Paul Dickie on culinary program and the Golden Frog (mentions George Skivofilakas)
Report from Ron Bryan on ASTM election results
Music review by Shaggy Dawg on D.O.C. album “Helter Skelter”
Article by Ron Bryant on Deana Hobbs, 1996 Regent Outstanding Student
Reflections by Lucas Murphy on dating
Reflections from Matt Rosaschi on being pulled over by the police
Article by Daphne Zuniga on AmeriCorps
Cartoons

Volume 20, #14 – May 3, 1996
Article by Ron Bryant on the retirement of Sue Durst
Article by Ron Bryant on ASTM’s President John Cole graduating and transferring to UNR
Music review by Shaggy Dawg
Reflections by Dena Lynn Purdy on the Voices’ staff
Opinion piece by Matt Rosaschi on getting information on graduation (mentions Joyce Cox)
Article by Paul Dickie on TMCC’s summer school (mentions Patricia Slavin)
Ad for the Atrium Café’s trivia contest
Poem by Josh “Shaggy Dawg” O’Neal